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QUESTION 1

What four steps are required to configure an FDM application with an FM application? (Choose four.) 

A. Dimension names between FDM and FM are set in the FDM workbench or the Web client under
metadata/dimensions. 

B. Define the FM application name in Integration Settings in FDM. 

C. Define the FM server name in machine profiles\\' properties. 

D. Map locations to an entity using the FDM workbench under Integration Settings. 

E. Define the FDM Web server name under Integration Settings in the FDM workbench. 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

Integration Settings is an option in FDM web, and the only configuration in FDM workbench is the "default load balance
server". The only configuration requirement for entering the FDM web server in the FDM workbench is in the HFM
adapter configuration for FDM (not under Integration Setting) ?and even that is an optional setting which is only required
when "Intersection Validation Report" is enabled. see fm11x_g6_a-target_adapter_readme.pdf in the Hyperion EPM
documentation library. Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E17236_01/nav/portal_6.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

Marcela will only approve and post Journals. What two Shared Services roles/rights should be assigned to meet this
requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Journals Administrator 

B. Approve Journals 

C. Create Journals 

D. Post Journals 

E. Reviewer 1 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Identify the three true statements about the Financial Management architecture. (Choose three.) 

A. Hyperion Financial Management uses a multitier architecture that includes a client tier, application tier, and a data
tier. 

B. The client tier (user interface) communicates with the data tier. 

C. The client tier (user interface) communicates with the application tier. 
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D. The application tier contains the application as well as the report and Web servers. 

E. The data tier contains the Essbase database for all Hyperion Financial Management application data and source
data. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4

Identify the dimensions that are built by using the application profile? 

A. Year and period only 

B. Value and view only 

C. View, Period, and Year 

D. Period, Value, and Year 

E. Scenario, Period, and Year 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The Account dimension\\'s Is ICP "R" property specifies________. 

A. If ICP transactions, including self-ICP transactions, are enabled for the account 

B. If ICP transactions are not enabled for the account 

C. if ICP transactions can be drilled back to source activity 

D. if ICP transactions are enabled for the account, but the account cannot have ICP transactions with itself 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the primary purpose of Extended Analytics in FM? 

A. Exports Financial Management metadata and data to an Essbase database 

B. Exports Financial Management metadata and data to a relational database 

C. Exports Financial Management metadata and data to an Excel pivot table 

D. Provides analytic capabilities directly against the Financial Management application 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 7

Identify the two true statements about property value inheritance for dimension members in EPMA. (Choose two.) 

A. Property values are always inherited from ancestors and cannot be changed. 

B. Property values are inherited from the closest ancestor except when a property value has been specifically entered. 

C. You must manually enter and store property values for all the dimension members. 

D. Property value inheritance decreases maintenance requirements for dimensions. 

E. Inheritance takes precedence over properties defined in metadata load files. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

Identify the two true statements about defining member lists in Financial Management. (Choose two.) 

A. Financial Management will scan the member list Visual Basic file and verify that the member is a valid member. 

B. Only when you access the grid with the member list will an error appear with the line number of the invalid member
selection. 

C. A member list must define all member lists for all dimensions. 

D. Member lists can be created in EPMA. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

What are the three characteristics of sub EnumMemberLists ()? (Choose three.) 

A. Specifies which dimensions have member lists 

B. Names each member list in each dimension 

C. Specifies the valid members for a member list 

D. Specifies the number of lists for each dimension 

E. Is used to create both static and dynamic lists 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 10
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Which three statements are true about Financial Data Quality Management? (Choose three.) 

A. It automates the collection, mapping, verification, and movement of data with validation and check points throughout
the process. 

B. It is primarily used by IT (as opposed to business users). 

C. It provides extensive reporting for audit, log, and process management information. 

D. It stores source records in an underlying FDM relational repository. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Reference: http://www.oracle.com/us/solutions/ent-performance-bi/045038.pdf 

 

QUESTION 11

Which is the rule function used to notify the following year that a consolidation is needed due to recalculation of the
current year? 

A. Exp 

B. ImpactStatus 

C. OpenDataUnit 

D. A rule function is not used; input subroutine is used. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

When designing for Planning and Financial Management, what are the design considerations for dimensions and
member? 

A. In FM, spaces are allowed in member names while in Planning, spaces are not allowed in member names. 

B. In FM, spaces are not allowed in member names while in Planning, spaces are allowed in member names. 

C. In FM, descriptions are not required to be unique while in Planning, aliases must be unique. 

D. A and C 

E. B and C 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Identify the statement that applies to parent accounts. 
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A. A parent account is limited to 3 children or less. 

B. Parent accounts should have more than one child account but it is not required. 

C. Parent accounts can have a single child only if the currency is changing. 

D. The number of children under a parent account has no performance impact. 

E. Parent accounts inherit the properties of their children. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Identify three true statements about variables in VBScripts rules. (Choose three.) 

A. A variable is a temporary storage object for a value to be used in the rule. 

B. A variable may be only of the string data type. 

C. Functions may be applied to variables. 

D. A variable must be defined before it can be used in the script. 

E. A variable may be used across subroutines. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 15

Identify the three true statements about accounts and account types. (Choose three.) 

A. Financial Management provides predefined account types such as Asset, Revenue, Flow, Balance, and Dynamic. 

B. Account types tell FM how the child account should aggregate to the parent. 

C. Account types tell FM how the account balances should accumulate over time. 

D. Base level accounts do not automatically roll up to parents; business rules are required. 

E. Children cannot inherit the account type of their parent unless specifically defined by the administrator. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

"Each account has an account type. Account types determine how child accounts are aggregated to parent accounts
and how account balances accumulate over time." 

Above is an explanation about account types directly from the HFM Admin guide published by Oracle. 

Additionally, this is true because Asset and Liability account types are balance sheet accounts and they represent a
balance at a point in time. So, whether you look at the amount in these accout types as periodic, QTD or YTD, the value
is the same as it is not a cumlative amount. 
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The Revenue and Expense account types are income statement accounts and therefore the QTD and YTD amounts are
an accumulation of the Periodic amounts. 
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